THE ISOLATION OF MAN FROM MAN
BECAUSE OF RACE
CAN BE BRIDGED

An Interracial Home Visit is a conversation in a living-room setting... a conversation which affords white Americans an opportunity to learn directly from Negro fellow-Americans the problems, challenges, heartaches, perplexities faced by a person of color in this nation. At such a meeting a Negro person shares his personal insights and experiences, in a give-and-take discussion with white participants.

The goal is learning... a kind of education it is true, as one visitor put it... "you could not get in books." The social living-room setting makes the educational impact greater; it insures keeping the group small and provides the warm, permissive atmosphere that helps everyone speak frankly... to venture to open minds and hearts to the dialogue in which all are engaged. There is no more vivid understanding than that which comes from the experience of hearing, first-hand, accounts of racial discrimination.
George—
why?
Sandy—
Children & things of life you like? ?

Potter

From Sandy's ch. Heart—

The boy is registering... a kind of appreciation it is true, as
the end is nearing... you cannot help it, because the society
of American youth makes the experience more important if
nuckling; talking business, and to make people aware that
there is a reason for doing things and not just to play and
enjoy the game, and interpret some of the experiences of growing,
inter-personal.